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Chairman Menendez, Ranking Member Risch, members of the Committee: Good morning, and 

thank you for the opportunity to speak today. I’m a research fellow specializing in semiconductor 

policy at the Center for Security and Emerging Technology (CSET), a nonpartisan think tank at 

Georgetown University that studies the security implications of new technologies. 

 

Today, I’ll cover three topics. First, the United States’ and China’s respective advantages in 

technological competition. Second, our best strategy to sustain long-term leadership will be to 

double down on our current strengths, including our international partnerships and ability to 

attract the world’s top talent. Third, the importance of maintaining U.S. competitiveness in two 

linchpin technologies: semiconductors and artificial intelligence. 

 

China’s science and technology has progressed faster than U.S. efforts to track it. China has a 

vast technology transfer infrastructure, R&D investments equal to the United States, and more 

than twice as many yearly S&T graduates as America does.2 China’s efforts have resulted in 

competitive capabilities across facial recognition, genomics, IT applications, military aviation, 

and materials science. But the United States and its allies retain advantages in many core 

technologies, especially areas with hard-to-acquire implicit know-how and high capital costs that 

pose barriers to entry.3 These areas include semiconductor chips, jet engines, certain space-

related technologies, and equipment for quantum computing.4 The United States also leads 

China in fundamental research.5 

 

But the areas in which the United States is currently ahead may not provide a durable strategic 

advantage. First, the technology landscape evolves quickly and unpredictably. Where China is 

behind in a critical domain, it seeks to “leapfrog” ahead by acquiring cutting-edge technologies 

from abroad and investing in new paradigms that render U.S. and allied advantages obsolete.6 

Second, supply chains have become increasingly complex and globalized, meaning no single 

country controls all inputs necessary to secure technological capabilities through unilateral trade 

controls. Third, unlike decades ago, the private sector dominates today’s most strategic 

technologies, requiring governments to adapt them before any strategic advantage can be 

gained.7 

 

To compete with the increasing scale and quality of China’s science and technology efforts, we 

must double down on our asymmetric advantages. 

 

 



 

First, our network of allies is the world’s strongest. The United States funds only 28% of global 

R&D compared to China’s 26%. But the United States plus six allies fund over half.8 And 

although the United States is just one node in globalized supply chains, together with allies it 

controls key technologies, such as chip manufacturing equipment. To mount an effective 

response to China, we must cooperate with allies on research, investment, technology 

standards, and export controls. 

 

Second, America’s open society has continually attracted the world’s best and brightest. About 

half of the PhD-level scientists and engineers employed in the United States were born abroad.9 

Immigrants to the United States invented the modern computer chip and launched companies 

critical to America’s security and prosperity today, from SpaceX to Google. But outdated U.S. 

immigration restrictions have made other nations increasingly attractive.10 At the same time, 

China’s science and engineering workforce is growing much faster than its U.S. counterpart—

and will become the world’s largest, if it hasn’t already. In response, we must both invest in our 

domestic workforce and ensure the United States remains the world’s top destination for global 

talent by broadening and accelerating pathways to permanent residency for scientists and 

engineers.11 They want to stay: foreign nationals graduating from U.S. science and engineering 

PhD programs overwhelmingly remain in the United States.12 Strong evidence suggests that 

increases in high-skilled immigration improve innovation, jobs, and wages for U.S.-born 

workers.13 

 

Finally, I want to call special attention to two linchpin technologies: semiconductor chips and 

artificial intelligence. 

 

Semiconductor chips underpin all modern technology. While the United States and allies still 

enjoy the lead in semiconductors, China is investing at an unprecedented rate. If current trends 

continue, China will become the world’s largest semiconductor manufacturer, fundamentally 

altering the global economic and security landscape. Meanwhile, U.S. manufacturers have lost 

market share, and will continue to fall behind under the policy status quo. To reduce supply 

chain risks and create high-quality American jobs, we should generously fund the manufacturing 

incentives program in the CHIPS for America Act. And to ensure that democracies lead in 

advanced chips and that they are used for good, we must partner with allied democracies on 

joint R&D and tighten multilateral export controls on chip manufacturing equipment.14 

 

The second technology I want to discuss is artificial intelligence. AI promises to revolutionize 

national security, healthcare, agriculture, energy, transportation, and scientific discovery. But AI 

systems are fragile and error-prone. Deploying them in critical systems without verifying their 

trustworthiness poses grave risks. We must better collaborate with allies on R&D for AI safety 

and security; test & evaluation, validation & verification (TEVV) of AI systems; and testbeds and 

standards for AI development. We must also identify opportunities to collaborate with 

competitors, including China, to build confidence and avoid races to the bottom.15 We should 

invest in new types of AI technologies that protect privacy and other civil liberties,16 and tightly 

control exports of American technology to human rights abusers, such as Chinese companies 

using advanced AI systems for surveillance.17 



 

In summary: 

● The United States and China each have technological advantages; and U.S. advantages 

may not provide a durable strategic edge. 

● We must double down on our international partnerships and openness to the world’s top 

talent. 

● We must place a special focus on leadership in certain linchpin technologies such as 

semiconductors and artificial intelligence. 

 

The U.S. can ensure long-term technological leadership, but only with concerted action. I thank 

the Committee for the opportunity to speak today. I look forward to your questions. 
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